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Editorial
Some Thoughts on BAAF Basel
By Jean-David Cahn
People often ask me why the Basel Ancient
Art Fair (BAAF) has chosen to leave Basel.
An exquisite, intimate fair specialized exclusively in ancient art, BAAF was unique in
both content and setting. The quality of the
fair, both on an aesthetic level as well as in
terms of exhibiting standards, put it on a par
with the great international art fairs. Even as
a “mini fair”, BAAF succeeded in attracting a
lot of visitors and hence should not be judged
negatively.
The main problem was the overheads, which
have to be borne whether a fair is large or
small. These costs – for security, stand-builders etc. – inevitably have a knock-on effect
on stand rents, which rise disproportionately
the smaller a fair is. Dealers therefore have to
do brisk business merely to cover their costs.
Once the price per square metre has risen
to CHF 1,000-1,500, the larger fairs within
the EU begin to look cheap by comparison:

Maastricht, for example, costs less than half
that amount, but attracts over ten times as
many visitors.
To survive in the long run, BAAF would
have had to become a similarly powerful
crowd-puller. Yet it was never able to attract
more than a few thousand visitors, despite
being very popular with local art lovers. To
compete internationally, it would have had
to become either much larger – growth that
would not have been possible at the Wenkenpark – or completely different, most likely
becoming unrecognizable in the process. The
sad truth is that BAAF was no longer a match
for TEFAF Maastricht, Frieze Masters in London and the promising new TEFAF New York.

AN ASKOS IN THE SHAPE OF A SWAN. L. 18.8 cm. Clay.
Greek, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 4,600

a centre for collecting and trading antiquities
is a matter close to my heart. After a break of
several years, therefore, we have decided to
revive our traditional Christmas exhibition,
which this year will be about “Animals and
Mythical Creatures” in Antiquity. The exhibition will be open until 21 December and we
hope very much that we will have the pleasure of welcoming you there.

Even if today’s trade fair visitors are very
mobile and seem quite happy to pop over to
London, Maastricht or even New York, upholding Basel’s long, illustrious tradition as
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Mortised. Dowelled.
Cemented.
A Closer Look at Ancient Sculpting Tricks
By Gerburg Ludwig
Standing in the courtyard of the Palazzo dei
Conservatori on the Capitoline Hill in Rome
and looking at the colossal portrait head of
Constantine the Great and the other giant
sculpture fragments alongside it, among them
a right hand with upward-pointing index finger, we cannot help but imagine the size of the
work to which they once belonged. How on
earth did the sculptor pull off such a feat? – we
CQ

inevitably ask. And perhaps it was just such a
question, or another like it, that went through
your head on seeing the colossal sandaled foot
from a seated statue set up in front of the marquee previewing Cahn's Auction 10 in the park
of the Wenkenhof in Basel last November.
From Archaic times, sculptors did indeed
show remarkable ingenuity when faced with

Fig. 1: Socket for the head of the Hellenistic “Satyr with
Wineskin”, formerly Cahn, Auction 7, 3.11.2012 no.
280 with illus.

the static and technical challenges posed by
statuary. Very few pieces were made from a
single block of stone. And the dimensions
varied: in some cases only the nose or beard
tip was joined on; elsewhere, the head, arms
and legs were made separately and only on
completion attached to the body.
1
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Sculptors basically developed two different
methods of assembling their work.1 Either
they roughly smoothed the faces to be joined
and created a recess in the main piece into
which the convex face of the attachment –
possibly with a tenon in the middle – could
be inserted (fig. 1); or they used a method
from building called anathyrosis, in which
two plane surfaces were joined together and
the outer edges so finely smoothed that the
seam was barely discernible from the outside. In both cases, dowels were often used to
reinforce the join (figs. 1-2), although some
artists preferred to do without them.
Even in the Archaic Period, sculptors began
making use of these techniques as a means
of cautiously separating the arms from the
body. The right arm of the figure of Athena
on the west gable of the Archaic Temple of
Apollo-Daphnephoros in Eretria, for example, was connected to the torso by a round
dowel (fig. 3).2 To prevent rust, this iron dowel was sheathed in lead poured in through
a vertical channel above it. The artist who
attached the right lower arm of the Kore no.
673 in the Acropolis Museum in Athens (fig.
4) decided to be safe rather than sorry and
fixed the tenon of the arm with a cross-pin.
The lavishly pleated drapery typical of Late
Archaic sculpture was occasionally fixed in
place with the aid of sockets and tenons, as
on the left side of the pelvis of Kore no. 672
in the Acropolis Museum (fig. 5).

attachments. The parts most often affected
were those projecting into space, which in
this case means both feet (fig. 7). But the artist also attached certain elements to the reverse, including parts of the left shoulder, the

historia 33, 30, 94). Remains of this ancient
adhesive have indeed been found on some
sculptures. Prof. Dieter Salzmann, for example,
points to traces of it on the connecting face on
the top of the head of the portrait of Drusus

Fig. 3: Three-quarter view of the reverse of the statue of
Athena from the gable of the Temple of Apollo in Eretria,
with dowel hole and rectangular hole for the tenon anchoring it. Source: Adam 1966, pl. 35c.

Fig. 5: Tenon joint for part of the drapery of Kore no.
672 in the Acropolis Museum in Athens. Source: Adam
1966, pl. 21 c.

cloak and the left flank (fig. 8). The surfaces
on the legs are only roughly finished, while
those on the back are thoroughly smoothed
– apart from a few blows in the middle –
and contain lead-sheathed iron dowels. The
rust-red discoloration of the marble in places
indicates that the lead could not always prevent oxidation. The round dowel holes show
that an additional support was used. The left

in the Römisch-Germanisches Museum in Cologne, inv. no. 62, 28 (fig. 9), a chemical analysis of which yielded the mixture mentioned by
Pliny.4 Similarly, when post-antique restorations on the Wilton House Antinoos that Cahn
was offering for sale in 2011 were removed,
traces of an ancient adhesive compound were
found in the vicinity of the original tenon attaching the left upper arm to the rump.

The advances in posture made during the
Classical Period did much to further the development of these technical skills. A statuette of a girl dating from the 4th century
B.C. that Cahn was offering for sale in 2015
shows clear evidence of the second method of
assembly. The plane surfaces onto which the
arms would have been attached are roughly
smoothed around the round dowel hole, but
finely smoothed at the outer edge (fig. 6).
This development culminated in the unprecedented dynamism of Hellenistic sculpture,
with its at times almost serpentine postures
and expansive movements. The statuette of
Aphrodite or a nymph seated on a rock that
Cahn was offering for sale at this year’s autumn fairs has several typically Hellenistic

Fig. 2: Torso of the “Tail-Chasing Boy Satyr”, showing
the surface with dowel hole to which the head would have
been attached, formerly Cahn, Auction 4, 18.9.2009, no.
338 with illus.
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Fig. 6: Statuette of a girl showing the surfaces with dowel holes onto which the arms would have been attached,
formerly JDC, 2015.

Fig. 4: Point of attachment for the right arm of Kore no.
673 in the Acropolis Museum in Athens. Source: Adam
1966, pl. 21b.

arm of a Hermaphrodite from Kos, now in
the British Museum in London, was also attached by means of a dowel. On the shoulder
and back of this piece, moreover, the sculptor
cemented part of the cloak onto an astonishingly similar, albeit stepped connecting face.3
But how, exactly, can two plane surfaces be
joined together without a dowel? Lime-based
mortar was used in building from Mycenaean
times onwards; later, stucco was also used, as
was a mixture of bees’ wax and lime. Pliny
mentions the use of a cement made of resin
and powdered lime (Pliny the Elder, Naturalis

Fig. 7: Point of attachment for the foot of the statuette
of Aphrodite or a nymph sitting on a rock, formerly JDC,
2016.
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Over the centuries, sculptors optimized and
refined all of these tricks and techniques,
eventually becoming so skilled at them that
not even the modelling and assembly of a
colossal statue like that of Constantine the
Great in Rome was beyond them.

My Choice

A Veristic Portrait of an
Old Man
By Jean-David Cahn

Fig. 8: Point of attachment at left shoulder and back of
the statuette of Aphrodite or a nymph sitting on a rock,
formerly JDC, 2016.

A VERISTIC PORTRAIT OF AN OLD MAN. H. 30 cm. Limestone. Roman, 2nd half 1st cent. B.C.-1st cent. A.D.
		
CHF 18,000

Fig. 9: Connecting faces with traces of ancient adhesive
on the head of a portrait of Drusus, RGM Cologne, inv.
no. 62, 28, see Salzmann 1990, 168, fig. 61. ©1990 Römisch-Germanisches Museum der Stadt Köln.
Cf. S. Adam, The Technique of Greek Sculpture in the
Archaic and Classical Periods (Oxford 1966) 80 ff.
2
The rectangular hole on the right, which narrows on
the inside, was for attaching the statue to the gable background by means of a large, matching tenon.
3
Inv. no. 1854.0519,168. – See British Museum Research Database, search with inv. no. Cf. R. Kabus-Preißhofen, Die hellenistische Plastik der Insel Kos, Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Athenische
Abteilung, 14th suppl. (Berlin 1989) 275 f., no. 75, pl.
24,2.
4
Cf. D. Salzmann, Antike Porträts im Römisch-Germanischen Museum Köln, Kölner Jahrbuch für Vor- und
Frühgeschichte 23, 1990, 165-168. For many years
now, the Max-Planck-Institut für Polymerforschung
Mainz and scientists at the Römisch-Germanischen
Zentralmuseum Mainz have been engaged in interdisciplinary research into the composition and application of
ancient cements and adhesives.
1
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Gazing back at us from deep-set eyes is a man
who is actually not that old. The face defined
by high cheekbones and sunken cheeks is
bony, and looks almost emaciated. The hair
clinging to the scalp is rendered as finely engraved, individual locks, some of them curled.
The high forehead is framed by a receding
hairline, and the work ends in an energetic
chin and gaunt neck.
Despite its weathered condition, the portrait
chiselled in soft limestone makes a very lively
impression; its expressiveness is almost uncanny. Whether this somewhat overdrawn realism is called verism or naturalism is a moot
point. It is, however, typical of portraits dating
from the mid-1st century B.C. – from the Late
Republic, in other words. What makes our portrait so fascinating is not just its expressive
potency, but also the way its expressiveness
is actually enhanced by its reduced condition.
It is a timeless piece, reminiscent of Giacometti. The subtlety of the modelling is evident
in those details of the corners of the eyes

and the hair that have been preserved, and
in the lips, too. The subject rests heavily on
known portraits of Gaius Julius Caesar, who
at the time was a highly influential political
leader. It is tempting to believe that the portrait is a likeness of Caesar himself. But that is
not the case. We are instead dealing with an
instance of the middle classes emulating the
upper classes – a phenomenon typical of this
period that Professor Paul Zanker and others
investigated in great depth some thirty years
ago. Both the provenance of this piece from
an Egyptian collection and the soft limestone
point to Egypt as our Roman’s place of origin.
The portrait perhaps reflects the presence of
Gaius Julius Caesar in Egypt in the latter days
of the Republic, when his amorous adventures
with Cleopatra VII fired many an imagination;
but that is purely speculative. The portrait has
been standing on my table for several weeks
now. I am impressed by its powerful, haunting
presence, which the depletion inflicted on it
by the ravages of time seems, if anything, to
have enhanced.
3
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The Debate

Who Protects Our Cultural Heritage?
On the Importance of Art Dealers and Collectors for the Preservation of Ancient Cultural Goods
By Sylvia Furrer Hoffmann

The Saleroom in the Cairo Museum where, until 1979, authentic objects could be
purchased.

Collectors of ancient art are unwittingly helping to fund Islamist militant groups,
journalists would have us believe. However,
the so-called facts and figures propagated
in the media are grossly exaggerated and in
most cases unsubstantiated; in general they
are based on speculation and assumptions.
IS’s prime sources of revenue are its trade in
crude oil and other raw materials as well as
the extortion of protection money and pillaging. According to recent estimates, the sale
of antiquities is responsible for approximately 0.8% of IS’s total revenues and is thus of
marginal importance in comparison to other
sources of income.
4

Invoice of a licensed Egyptian art dealer, 1972.

Claims made by the media that the illicit
trade in cultural goods has a volume of several billion dollars prompted IADAA (International Association of Dealers in Ancient Art)
to calculate the annual turnover of the legal
antiquities market (for further information,
see Vincent Geerling’s article in CQ 3/2016).
Major auction houses and art dealers assisted
IADAA in this endeavour. The result: In the
year 2013, the worldwide turnover amounted
to ca. 150-200 million euros, only ten percent of which were generated by the sale of
works from the Middle East.
Interestingly, art dealers have yet to be approached by persons wishing to sell cultural

goods from Iraq or Syria with a potentially
illicit provenance, and in Switzerland there
is no evidence that such goods are present
on the market. A further indicator for the absence of illegal cultural property is the German customs report for the year 2015, which
does not even mention antiquities. Regardless of its volume, the reputation of the entire Swiss art market would be jeopardized by
the presence of an illicit trade in antiquities.
Thus, as a preventive measure, the Federal
Act on the International Transfer of Cultural Property (CPTA), which strengthened the
control of the authorities over the art market
in Switzerland, entered in effect on 1 June
2005.
CQ
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Collecting and Conserving
The act of collecting is a major factor contributing to the conservation and study of
cultural goods. Those who criminalise art
dealers and collectors, mentioning them
in the same breath with drug dealers, arms
smugglers and human traffickers, should not
be surprised, however, if they are no longer
prepared to make the objects in their possession available for research or exhibitions.

The Swiss Art Market Association is of the
opinion that this role need not necessarily be
assigned to the territorial state as laid down
in the Unesco Convention – especially not in
those cases where the state does not have the
financial means and the cultural and ideological maturity to fulfil its duties. Responsibility for cultural goods can be exercised just
as well – sometimes even better – by private
individuals.

Apart from ascertaining an object’s authenticity, an art dealer is required by law to meet
specific due diligence obligations. Investigations into the provenance of the objects offered for sale are of crucial importance. In
general, an art work is purchased either at
auction, from another dealer or from private
individuals. As a rule, most major auction
houses and art dealers provide information
on the provenance of the objects that they
sell. When art works are purchased from private individuals, however, it is often necessary to have in-depth discussions in order to
glean as much information as possible about
an artefact and its history.

Short version of a lecture held by Sylvia Furrer Hoffmann, business manager of the Swiss Art Market Association, in collaboration with Robert R. Bigler, Vicepresident of the Swiss Association of Dealers in Art and
Antiques, and Vincent J. Geerling, Chairman of the International Association of Dealers in Ancient Art, at the
Conference organised by the Schweizerische Gesellschaft
für orientalische Altertumswissenschaft and by Syrian
Heritage in Danger: International Research Initiative and
Network, University of Berne, 21 May 2016.

One recurrent problem is that collectors
who wish to sell their art works are often
no longer in possession of the original invoices and other pertinent documents. This
does not, however, mean that these cultural
goods must be regarded as “illicitly acquired”.
There are many ways of reconstructing the
history of an object and of proving that it
was brought to Europe or to the USA many
decades ago. Valuable information can, for
instance, be provided by the way in which a
piece was mounted or by certain, no longer
current, methods of restoration which can be
assigned to a specific period in history. Furthermore, a written declaration certified by a
public notary can be required (to make a false
statement would be a criminal offense).
Moreover, IADAA, which was founded in
1993, requires its members to adhere to a
stringent code of conduct and of ethics. It is
compulsory for all members to check all objects with a resale value of more than 5,000
euros with the Art Loss Register (ALR), a large
database of lost and stolen art which actively
cooperates with Interpol.
The principle of the presumption of innocence also holds true for the art market:
Somebody who cannot provide a gap-free
provenance is by no means necessarily a
robber of cultural property. The Unesco Convention requires each country to draw up a
list of its national cultural property. To date,
Japan has done this in an exemplary manner.
It should be possible to trade legally and thus
also to export everything that does not figure
on this list.
CQ

Example of an indirect provenance: An expert would immediately notice that this Egyptian limestone head must
already have formed part of a European collection in the
first half of the 20th century as it is mounted on a pedestal
by the famous Japanese cabinetmaker Kichizô Inagaki
(1876-1951) who worked in Paris as of 1906.

Fanatical Iconoclasts
In addition to armed conflict and religious fanaticism, the greatest threat to cultural goods
is posed by illegal settlements, real estate
speculation, demographic pressure, problems
with waste disposal, dam projects, corruption, cuts in public spending and paralyzing
bureaucracy. Such grievances can already be
encountered in our southern neighbouring
country. The Unesco Convention of 1970 demands that states protect their archaeological sites from looting. There is no need for
new laws; rather, the existing ones should
be enforced effectively. History teaches us
that cultural property was, in the past, most
at risk from the territorial states themselves
and the population at large (iconoclasm in
the wake of the Reformation, ideologically
motivated destruction by Stalin, Mao, Hitler,
the Taliban and IS). We are convinced therefore, that the broad distribution of cultural
goods is the most effective form of protection
against its destruction.
Most collectors are deeply passionate about
the objects they collect and have a great interest in the study and preservation of cultural goods. Indeed, most public museum
collections have their origins in private collections. The Swiss Art Market Association
believes that cultural goods should belong to
those who are willing to take responsibility
for them. With responsibility we mean: to
provide optimum opportunities for scholarly
research, to ensure the long-term conservation of the cultural goods and to make them
accessible to the public.

Sylvia Furrer Hoffmann is the managing director of the Swiss Art Market
Association. She studied law and economics and has extensive professional
experience in the financial sector, fiduciary services, the financial supervision
of state and canton and the insurance
sector. In the course of her professional
activities she has gained an insight into
the functioning of all three political levels. Privately, she has had several managerial roles in cultural organisations
specialising in the contemporary arts.
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“Imago est animi vultus” – The Many Faces of Antiquity

A PORTRAIT HEAD OF A MAN. H. 13.1
cm. Coarse-grained marble. Broad, flat,
expressive face with furrowed brow and
deep nasolabial folds. Wide open eyes
with broad lids and round, drilled pupils. The hair is combed forwards in two
rows. Back of head unfinished. Slightly worn. Planed as part of a statuette.
Previously Coll. Friedlinger-Brandt, ca.
1950-1960. Formerly Herbert A. Cahn,
Basle, 1990's. Roman, 3rd-4th cent. A.D.
CHF 13,800

A HEAD OF A MAN. H. 10.8 cm. Alabaster. Oval face with pointed chin, stippled
beard and large ears. Incised eyebrows
above large almond-shaped eyes framed
by broad lids. Large nose, carefully
worked mouth, slightly curved cheeks.
Soft neck with skin crease. Top, back and
underside only summarily sculpted. Part
of a statuette or a bust from a funerary
stele. Formerly Laurin, Guilloux, Buffetaud et Tailleur, Paris, 20 May 1987, no.
389. Sabaian, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.		
CHF 7,500
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A HANDLE OF AN OINOCHOE. L. 14 cm. Bronze. Curved
strap handle which ends in a Gorgoneion. Wild ringlets
of hair, some rising upwards, frame the face of Medusa.
Snakes' heads emerge from the two horns on her head.
The bodies of the snakes form a knot under her chin. The
round drill holes of the pupils were possibly originally
inlaid in silver. Surface of handle corroded, the lower edge
of the Gorgoneion partially trimmed. Formerly Coll. LouisGabriel Bellon (1819-1899). Roman, 1st cent. B.C.-1st
cent. A.D.		 CHF 1,800

A HEAD OF A BEARDED GOD. H. 6.7 cm. Marble. A
heavy, frowning brow, large, deep-set eyes, prominent
cheekbones and a small mouth with full lips and deepset corners make this a face full of vitality. The hair
framing it consists of dense clusters of curls defined by
narrow drilled channels and kept in check by an incised
fillet on the crown. The slightly protruding brow, knitted
eyebrows and hair standing straight up from the forehead make this a very expressive face in the tradition of
Hellenistic sculpture. The deity is probably the father god
Zeus/Jupiter or Asklepios. The neck is remarkably wide
and angular, which could indicate that it was intended
for use on an akrolith statue. Back of the head cut away.
Fine traces of reddish paint. Slightly worn. Formerly priv.
coll. Montpellier, auction: Hotel des Ventes Montpellier
Languedoc, 16 May 2009. Late Hellenistic-Roman, 1st
cent B.C.-1st cent. A.D.		 CHF 3,600

CQ
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A VEILED FEMALE HEAD. H. 5.8 cm. Fine crystalline
marble. From a statuette. Narrow face with full cheeks,
small mouth and almond-shaped eyes with pronounced
upper lid. Wavy hair parted in the middle and covered by
a pleated veil. Nose, lower right hem of the veil and back
of head slightly worn. Formerly Coll. O. D., Essen. Greek,
3rd-2nd cent. B.C.		 CHF 8,800
A TETRADRACHM, MYRINA. Dm. ca. 3.3 cm. Silver. Obverse: Head of Apollo wearing a wreath to right. Reverse:
Apollo Grynaios to right, holding a laurel branch with
taeniae in his left hand and a patera in his right hand. An
omphalos and an amphora in front of him. ΜΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ
and the monogramm ΠΥ behind him. The whole surrounded by a laurel wreath. Excellent condition. Formerly Coll. A. and E. Offermann, Cologne (1970-2012),
acquired on the art market, London, ca. 1970-1980. Aeolis, Myrina, ca. 155-140 B.C.
CHF 2,800

CQ

A HEAD OF A CELT. H. 30 cm. Sandstone (Yorkshire). Head with flat profile and rudimentary facial features. The face
roughly oval, framed by oblique, incised strands of hair. Two flat ovoid hollows denote the eyes; triangular nose modelled
in the round. The mouth represented by an oblong hollow. Plastically modelled features at the side of the face may indicate
the ears, hair or a cap. A rounded ridge at the top of the neck probably denoting a torque. Celtic sculpture on this scale
and in this state of preservation is exceedingly rare. Surface smoothed. Worn. Formerly Coll. R. Wyndham Ketton-Cremer,
Felbrigg Hall, Norfolk, England. Thereafter, Coll. Norman Brett; since 1966, in the possession of his nephew, James Brett
(since 1986, in his cottage in Gunton Park, Gunton, Norfolk). Celtic, 2nd-3rd cent. A.D.
CHF 28,000
A TETRADRACHM, PELLA, PERSEUS. Dm. 2.9-3 cm. Silver. Obverse: Head of Perseus with a diadem to right. Reverse:
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΕΡΣΕΩΣ. Eagle with outspread wings to right on a lightning bundle. Above it, the monogramm ΞΩ, on
the right MI. The whole encircled by a wreath of oak leaves. Excellent condition. Formerly Tyll Kroha, Cologne, 1991.
Coll. A. and E. Offermann, Cologne (1970-2012). Greek, Macedonia, Pella, 179-168 B.C.
CHF 3,800
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A BLACK-FIGURE MASTOID CUP, ATTRIBUTED TO THE HAIMON GROUP. H. 8.4 cm. Clay. This small drinking cup is of standard mastoid shape, with everted offset lip, and a
round-shouldered body that tapers sharply to a small round base whose flat underside is unglazed. In the broad reserved zone between the high-swung handles, on either side, a clothed
maenad dances amidst a spreading vine and is framed by a pair of eyes. Under each handle, a stemmed ivy leaf. Unbroken. Upper righthand section of one side corroded and pitted. Added
white details in large part well preserved. The simplified, silhouetted style of the figurework, with minimal incision, is fully characteristic of products of the prolific Haimonian workshop.
Formerly Paris art market, 2012. Attic, ca. 500-480 B.C.
CHF 5,600

A HEAD OF A STATUETTE WITH HIGH FOREHEAD AND DISC-SHAPED FACE. H. 5.8 cm.
Terracotta. Nose and left ear slightly worn. Right half of face slightly encrusted. Formerly
English priv. coll. Thessaly, 7th-6th mill. B.C.
CHF 13,000

A ONE-HANDLED JUG WITH HEAD ATTACHMENT. H. 21.4 cm. Light brown clay with redbrown wash. The round body rests on three short legs. Funnel-shaped mouth and narrow
neck. A round face with pronounced, hooked nose and two pointed ears attached below
the jug's mouth. Eyes and mouth, as well as three vertical decorative friezes impressed with
round wooden tool. Arched handle with two large holes for grips running from the back of
the neck to the shoulder, engraved decoration. Part of the rim restored. Tip of one of the
feet modern. Fissure at the root of the handle. Formerly Coll. Zackary, Los Angeles, 1960s.
Thereafter London art market, 1992. Gilan, Amlash, 10th-8th cent. B.C.
CHF 7,800
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AN APPLIQUE WITH THE HEAD OF THE GODDESS
HATHOR. H. 19.2 cm. Bronze. Flat bronze applique with
the head of the goddess Hathor in relief. The almost triangular face is characterised by broad, flat eyebrows,
almond-shaped eyes with elongated lid line, cow's ears,
pronounced cheekbones and narrow lips around which a
subtle smile plays. She wears a wig and broad collar and
bears a sistrum on top of her head. The body of this musical instrument, which was frequently employed in the cult
of Hathor and whose handle often adorns the goddess'
head, is shaped like a naos from whose entrance a uraeus
emerges. This motif was popular in the Late and Ptolemaic Periods. A monumental version of this iconographic
emblem features on the "Sistrum Columns" in the Hypostyle Hall of the Temple of Hathor in Dendara. Surfaces
slightly corroded. Formerly Swiss priv. coll., acquired ca.
1995 on the Swiss art market. Thereafter priv. coll. R. W.,
Canton Zurich, Switzerland, since 2013. Egypt, Late Period
to Ptolemaic, 2nd half of 1st mill. B. C.		 CHF 8,800

A THEATRE MASK OF A SLAVE. H. 18.1 cm. Terracotta. Two large openings for the eyes and a horizontal aperture for
the nostrils. Bulging eyebrows and furrowed forehead. Broad, wide-open mouth with prominent lower lip. Unruly hair
frames the forehead, temples and cheeks. Holes for attachment on the sides. Minor restorations. Resassembled from
fragments. Slightly worn. Formerly Rosenbaum, Ascona, 1961. Thereafter, Coll. Hans and Ines Jucker, Berne. With old
coll. label on reverse: "H J 342". Greek, Hellenistic, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 14,000
A RED-FIGURE SQUAT LEKYTHOS. H. 10.2 cm.
Clay. Ovoid body decorated with a frontal bust
of Nike. Ovolo as baseline. Moulded ring foot.
Glaze slightly worn in places. Traces of reddish
miltos. Formerly French priv. coll.; Collection
J. M. E., New York, acquired in Paris, March
1999. Western Greek, Campania, 4th cent. B.C.
CHF 10,200

A SMALL HEAD OF EROS. H. 10.2 cm. Marble, finegrained. His long, curly hair is braided over the forehead and top of his head. The head is turned to left. The
round face has narrow, almond-shaped eyes. The head is
inclined slightly, indicating that the posture of the statuette as a whole was very dynamic. Face, hair above forehead and neck slightly worn. Damage to nose. Formerly
American private collection, acquired ca. 1960. Roman,
early 2nd cent. A.D.		 CHF 9,800

CQ

A HEAD OF A GODDESS. H. 7.4 cm. Marble. Deep-set, a slender nose and sensuously
curved lips characterize this slim, youthfully
idealized face. The hair is held in shape by
a headband across the forehead, which also
holds in place the hair drawn back at either
side of the head and tied in a knot at the
nape of the neck. Slightly worn. Probably
from a statuette of Aphrodite. Formerly Coll.
Jean-Philippe Mariaud de Serres, Paris, acquired in the 1990s. Greek, 3rd-2nd cent. B.C.
CHF 5,600
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Recipe from Antiquity

At the King’s Table
By Yvonne Yiu

Quails with sebetu-rolls after YBC 8958, i, 1-49. TWO LANCEHEADS. Left: H. 31.6 cm. Bronze. Italic, 6th cent. B.C.
CHF 2,800. Right: H. 25.4 cm. Iron. Avarian, 5th-6th cent. B.C. CHF 1,500. AN ARYBALLOS. H. 10.9 cm. Faience.
Rhodian, ca. 575-550 B.C. CHF 16,000. TWO LAMPS. Clay. Left: Dm. 8 cm. Eastern Mediterranean, 8th cent. A.D.
CHF 150. Right: L. 8.4 cm. Levant, 3rd-1st cent. B.C. CHF 260.

“Tell the Lady Alītum: Aplum sends the following message: […] The ladies Lamassûm
and Nīš-īnīšu came to me in tears, their heads
bowed. They said: ‘You want to abandon us
by going to Babylon without leaving us food
for a single day!’ When you receive my letter
[send them thirty] kor-[measures of barley]
in addition to the provisions which I have
promised you for the girl.’” (TCL 18 123).
The fear of food shortage that oppressed the
ladies in this Old Babylonian letter dating
from the first half of the 2nd millennium
B.C. is found recurrently in Mesopotamian
documents. A further typical feature is that
the writer of the letter asks for grain and
provisions in kind. For although both trade
and administration had attained a high level
of sophistication, featuring the use of precious metals as a form of “palaeomoney”,
the granting of loans, and the invention of
saleable securities – in the 19th century B.C.!
– Mesopotamia never developed a monetary
economy. (A. Paul, Die Gesellschaft des Geldes, 2012, 166-173). Rather, a complex system of bartering evolved in which certain
basic commodities, mainly comestibles such
as barley, emmer and beer, functioned as ref10

erence values on the basis of which the value
of other goods could be measured. For instance, in the Ur III Period (2112-2004 B.C.)
1 sila3 (ca. 1 litre) emmer (ziz2) had the same
value as 1 sila3 barley (še). 1 sila3 good beer
(kaš saga10) was worth 1.5 sila3 barley; 1 sila3
ordinary bread (inda3 DU) was equated with
1.07 sila3 barley whereas 1 sila3 sesame bread
(inda3 g̃eš-i3) was worth 2 sila3 barley, and
so forth. For accounting purposes, manpower was converted into flour equivalents, with
one day’s labour (geme2 g̃uruš u4-1-še) calculated at roughly 10 sila3 flour. (H. Brunke,
Essen in Sumer, 2011, 9-88).
In return for their labour, workers received
rations (ba) of basic commodities, mostly barley, but also bread, oil, fish, dates, peas and
wool. Documents from Gasur und Susa dating
from the Sargonic Period (2334-2154 B.C.)
reveal that the amount of rations received
depended on the individuals’ sex and age,
and to a lesser degree also on their status and
on the type of work performed. In general,
men received 30-60 sila3 barley per month,
women 30 sila3, their sons 20-30 sila3, their
daughters 20 sila3 and their infants 10 sila3.
(I.J. Gelb, The Ancient Mesopotamian Ration

System, JNES 24 (1965) 230-243). This was
sufficient to cover their daily calorie demand
but hardly enough to build up reserves. Thus,
their very subsistence was dependent on the
food provided by their master. This fragile
bond, which could make the difference between life and death for the weaker partner,
also had an impact on relationships of a
more personal nature, as shown by another
Old Babylonian letter: “Tell my little Gimillum […]: the naditu-woman Awat-Aja sends
the following message: ‘[…] You well know
the amount of barley which I received before, and which you yourself had sent me.
[If we continue] in this manner we will not
wrong each other and I will not die of hunger
with my household. Just send me the amount
of barley which it was customary to send so
that I can keep my household provided with
food, that cold and hunger should not plague
me […]. PS: Have a heart, my dear Gimillum,
let me not die of hunger. I was more pleased
with you than I was ever with anybody else.’”
(Fish, John Rylands Library no. 4).
In a strongly hierarchical society which is
characterised by the power of the master to
feed his dependents, the gift of food by the
master of masters, the godlike king himself,
had a compelling symbolic dimension. By
giving food, he gave life, and the act of eating
together created a shared identity and bonds
of loyalty. Correspondingly, the “king’s meal”
(naptam šarrim), at which he partook of food
together with selected guests, was of great
importance. An inscription by Sargon of
Akkad (r. 2340-2284 B.C.) succinctly notes:
“5,400 men eat bread before him daily”. (AfO,
XX (1963) 38:34). At the court of King Yasmah-Addu of Mari (r. 1795-1776 B.C.) these
communal meals were not quite as vast. A
group of cuneiform tablets informs us that
during the 8th and 9th months of the year
Ikkupiya, he held at least 22 banquets with
an average of 250 guests – mostly military
commanders, soldiers, important citizens and
persons with special technical skills. Of these,
ca. 30-60 guests were invited to sit at the
king’s table (wâšib kussîm), whereas the others ate squatting on the floor (muppalsihum).
Depending on the guest’s importance, he received a plate of his own or shared a dish
together with others. It was a sign of special favour to receive food directly from the
king’s hand, so much so that the king himself
mentioned such an occurrence in a letter to a
CQ
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fellow monarch: “Your servants were sitting
in my presence for the meal. Having indulged
in the flour, I put some of it aside and presented it to one of your servants. He bowed,
and I said to myself: ‘He likes the flour.’ And
so I gave him some flour a second time.” (B.
Lafont, in: Mélanges Birot, 1985, 161-179).
For the Neo-Assyrian Period (911-612 B.C.) it
is documented that even the leftovers (rēḫāti)
of the king’s table were accorded importance
and that these were distributed to selected
persons. Interestingly, the king’s meal itself
was often prepared from the leftovers of food
offerings presented to the gods: “The day before yesterd[ay] the meal was offered to the
god [Assur]. The customary leftovers of Ass[ur] have come to the pal[ace],” a priest from
Nineveh wrote, for instance (SAA 13, 156).
Thus, food was passed on from the god to the
king and then from the king to his subjects.
(S. Parpola, in: Food and Identity, 2004, 281312).
Sometimes even ordinary people could enjoy
food from the king’s table. At the presumably
greatest feast in Antiquity which was given
by Assurnasirpal II (r. 883-859 B.C.) to celebrate the consecration of his palace in his
new capital Calah, he invited “40,074 men
[and] women […] from every part of my land,
5,000 dignitaries [and] envoys of the people
of the lands Suḫu, Ḫindānu, Patinu, Ḫubušku, Gilzānu, Kummu, [and] Muṣaṣiru, 16,000
people of Calah, [and] 1,500 zāriqū of my
palace.” On the banquet stele (879 B.C.), the
king boasts: “Altogether [there were] 69,574
[persons] […], for ten days I gave them food,
I gave them drink, I had them bathed, I had
them anointed. [Thus] did I honour them [and]
send them back to their lands in peace and
joy.” The main part of the stele is composed
of a seemingly endless list of victuals that
were consumed at this Pantagruelian carousal. It begins with “100 fat oxen, 1,000 calves
[and] sheep of the stable, 14,000 […]-sheep,
[…] 10,000 small birds, 10,000 fish, 10,000
jerboa," – incidentally, small rodents seen
to have been a delicacy; an envious gourmet writes in a letter: “the ušummu rodent
is delicious: had I known how delicious it
is I would not have sent any to PN.” (TCL
17 13:12f) – and ends with “10 ass-loads of
shelled pistachios, […] 10 ass-loads of dates,
[…] [and] 10 ass-loads of olives.” (A.0.101.30).
The inscription does not tell us what dishes these enormous quantities of food were
turned into. However, their quality and refinement was certainly graded with respect
to the rank and dignity of the guests they
were destined for. The more elaborate dishes possibly resembled those described in the
only extant collection of Mesopotamian recipes (YBC 4644, 4648 and 8958, ca. 1750 B.C.;
cf. CQ 1/2016) whereas the simpler ones were
CQ

probably similar to the soups or stews made
of cereal, legumes and meat that were distributed at banquets and feasts commemorating
the dead (Brunke, ibid., 165-196, 213-217).
For my colleagues at the gallery I tried out the
recipe described in YBC 8958, i, 1-49 (J. Bottéro, Textes culinaries Mésopotamiens, 1995,
58-73). All seven recipes on this cuneiform
tablet discuss the preparation of poultry. The
recipe on lines 1-49 is concerned with “small
birds” (šu-úr[x x] ù [is-sú-ri]-i), so I chose
to use quails. As customary in Antiquity, the
recipe does not mention any quantities; those
given below are my suggestions. Although
the recipe recommends that the entrails be
cooked together with the birds and then be
sprinkled over them before serving, I have
omitted this step.

Quails with sebetu-rolls
For the dough, soak 150 g sasku-flour (I
used coarsely ground emmer) in 150 ml
milk (šizbu) (16b). Knead together with
1 tbsp. fish-sauce (siqqu) as well as with
samidu (an unknown plant, probably a
member of the onion-family; I used shallots), leek (karšu), garlic (hazanu), milk
and grease from the pan (šaamnaam ša diqárii) (17-18). To this end, I finely chopped
the vegetables, fried them gently in the
grease, added some milk and then mashed
them. The addition of 250 g of this puree
to the dough gives it a remarkable green
colour and an intriguing, aromatic scent.
As the dough is meant to rise (20), I also
added 100 g liquid sourdough. Add ca. 500
g fine flour to obtain a malleable dough.
Divide the dough into three equal pieces.
(In the recipe, the dough is halved (19b)
and an almost identical dough is prepared
at a later stage (22b-23)).

Using the second piece of the dough, line
a platter that is large enough to hold the
birds. The rim of the dough should be four
finger-breadths high (24-25). To make a
dough lid, sprinkle another platter with mint
leaves (ninû) and line it with the third piece
of dough. (26-31). Bake the base and lid on
top of the tinûru-oven (32-33) until crisp, or
for 25 minutes at 200 °C in a modern oven.
Brush the lid with oil (37).

Brown four quails in a frying pan (5b-6a).
Pour 1 l water and 250 ml milk in a pot and
put it on the stove (8). Sprinkle the quails
with salt and add them to the milk-water together with some fat, aromatic wood
(issû; I used 2 cinammon sticks) and a
handful of rue (šibburratu) (10-13a). Bring
to the boil. Finely chop 1 onion, 2 shallots,
⅓ of a leek and 2 cloves of garlic and add
them to the pot (13b-16a). Simmer until
the quails are done (ca. 20 minutes).
Just before serving, take the bottom crust
and carefully arrange the birds on it. Scatter the sebetu-rolls over them. Cover with
the lid and bring to the table (42-49).

Use one piece of the dough to make sebetu-rolls and bake them on the hot wall of the
tinûru-oven (21-22a).
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Highlight

Splendid Son-in-Law
Augustus’ search for a successor produces a major portrait
By Martin Flashar
is not yet dominated by
the fork motif that before
long would become a
standard feature. Indeed
everything speaks for a
dating of the piece to the
early Augustan years,
though not much later
than 20 B.C.
Who is the subject?
The hypothesized dependence on – or even
imitatio of – the early
portrait of the new emperor clearly calls for
substantiation. The evidence is certainly there,
since we know of four
more heads that are copies, or variants, of each
other and that all show
the same person. First
among them is a head
for a toga statue in Naples from a private home
in Pompeii (the Casa del
Citarista), with a replica
of the same in Narbonne,
showing a young man
aged between twelve
and fifteen. Then there
is a bust in the Capitol
A PORTRAIT HEAD OF MARCELLUS. H. 37 cm. Limestone. Roman, ca. 20 B.C.
in Rome, with a replica
Price on request
in Toulouse, which although clearly derived
Our Highlight this quarter is a portrait that from the former portrait shows a slightly
has to be “deciphered”. Specific physiog- older man aged between sixteen and twennomic features that are closely related to ty. The type was identified many years ago
portraits of Emperor Augustus allow it to be and quite rightly linked to the Imperial famdated spontaneously to the early Imperial ily; but it was the archaeologist Paul ZankPeriod. To be more exact, the head appears er who, in 1985, identified of the subject as
to have been influenced by early portraits of Marcellus.
Augustus, while in conception (especially the
details of the face and of course the strikingly Augustus (r. 27 B.C.-14 A.D.), as we know,
abrupt turn to the right) it seems premised on was not the kind of princeps whose every unportraits of Octavian, possibly even the type dertaking was crowned with success. Almost
of the Prima Porta statue (between 27 and 20 all his attempts to line up a successor for his
B.C.). The portrait at Gallery Cahn neverthe- own throne ended in failure, for example.
less retains formal traces of Late Republican Marcus Claudius Marcellus (42–23 B.C.), son
vitality. It lacks the “Classical serenity” of lat- of his sister Octavia, was merely the first in
er works: The eyes, mouth and nose sit close the long line of those whom Augustus contogether, for example, and the forehead hair sidered for this role and therefore pushed in
12

every conceivable way. He was allowed to
take part in the triumph following the Battle of Actium in 29 B.C.; he was given Julia, Augustus’ only daughter, as a bride in 25
B.C.; and he embarked on his political career
(as aedile) in 23 B.C. – but died just a short
time later under mysterious circumstances,
most likely as a result of intrigue and murder.
While the earlier portrait of Marcellus might
have been produced for the Actium festivities, the later one was perhaps commissioned
for his wedding or on his assumption of public office.
The head leaves several questions unanswered. Limestone is actually only a “second-best” stone for sculpture, to be used
mainly when marble is not available. It is
familiar to us from Egypt and parts of North
Africa, as well as eastern Upper Italy – specifically the region around Trieste. There is
thus a discrepancy between the uncorroded,
original parts of the head, which without exception are of a quality worthy of the capital
and are not in the least “provincial”, and the
choice of material. Another curiosity of this
work is the elongated neck, and above all the
flat base of the piece. Clearly it was neither a
bust nor a head made for a larger statue; nor
is there any sign of a break on the smoothed
underside. The portrait, apparently, was positioned as dictated by the turn of the head and
as it is now, mounted on its plinth. This is
unknown in Imperial Period portraiture from
the city of Rome; where it does occur, however, is in Hellenistic votive heads from Central Italy. That a local peculiarity was applied
here is thus conceivable.
In his life of Augustus, the Roman historian
Suetonius describes Virgil (d. 19 B.C.) reciting
parts of his (as yet unfinished) Aeneid to the
Imperial family, and describes how on hearing the passage about the death of Marcellus
(Book 6, 860–886), Octavia swooned away.
While philologists doubt the authenticity of
this episode, it certainly makes a good story,
even if it is pure invention. “Ah! Child of pity,
if haply thou couldst burst the harsh bonds of
fate, shalt be Marcellus!” laments Anchises to
his son, the hero Aeneas. “Tu Marcellus eris”
– destined to remain a deceptive, if powerful
line of courtly poetry.
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